THE FRANKLIN ADVANTAGE
At Franklin Fueling Systems it's about more than just having the industry's broadest offering. We provide complete product systems. With Franklin, you have one team for sales, customer service, and technical support. Place one order and receive one shipment. You have one team for sales, customer service, and technical support. Our goal is to help you maximize your investment, create operating efficiencies, and ultimately, keep installers, operators, and customers as safe as possible.
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At Franklin Fueling Systems, we focus on creating the best overall value for our customers as safe as possible. We provide complete product systems. With Franklin, Franklin Fueling Systems is more than just the provider of the industry's most complete product offering. It's about creating operational efficiencies, reducing costs, and ultimately, keeping installers, operators, and end customers to fit any scenario. Our goal is to help you maximize your investment, create operating efficiencies, and ultimately, keep installers, operators, and end customers as safe as possible.

**EVERY APPLICATION SOLUTIONS FOR**

*At Franklin Fueling Systems it's about offering complete systems made from products that are specifically engineered to work with one another. These integrated systems provide added performance benefits. Benefits like faster and safer installation times, watertight containment with zero leak paths, and complete system control so you can run your station as efficiently as possible.*

**CREATE EFFICIENCIES. SPEED UP INSTALLATIONS. REDUCE COSTS.**

With Franklin Fueling Systems' integrated approach, you can count on a system of products that are specifically engineered to work with one another. These integrated systems provide added performance benefits. Benefits like faster and safer installation times, watertight containment with zero leak paths, and complete system control so you can run your station as efficiently as possible.

**TOTAL SYSTEM SOLUTIONS**

Our product systems are designed to create efficiencies and user benefits beyond those of standalone products. We offer the world's most complete line of underground petroleum equipment solutions.

**THE FRANKLIN OF OWNERSHIP**

With Franklin Fueling Systems' integrated approach, you can count on a system of products that work together to form one seamless systems. From grade level to the tank, the Defender Series® is your site's first line of defense against fuel overfills and spills. With both grade level and below grade spill container options and a highly versatile overfill prevention valve, the Defender Series® delivers a complete fuel delivery system. Our product systems are designed to create efficiencies and user benefits beyond those of standalone products. We offer the world's most complete line of underground petroleum equipment solutions.

**TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP**

Franklin Fueling Systems is the manufacturer behind these well-known and trusted industry brands:

- Franklin Fueling Systems
- Defender Series
- FFS Pro™
- FFS-PRO™
- FFS-PRO™ University
- FFS-PRO™ Advantage
- FFS-PRO™ Connect
- Submersible Pumps
- Submersible Pumping Systems
- Service Station Hardware
- Fuel Management Systems
- Dispensing Systems
- Piping & Containment
- Wire Management Systems

**SUBMERSIBLE PUMPING SYSTEMS**

With industry-leading fuel dispensing rates, premium efficiency, and unmatched reliability, FE PETRO® brand submersible pumping systems are known throughout the world as the industry's preferred fueling solution. High performance submersible pumps, controls, and leak detectors provide the total solution for facility pumping built for the back to the dispensers:

- Submersible turbine pumps
- Variable speed
- Fixed Speed (2 hp, 1.5 hp, 1/3 hp, 3/4 hp)
- High capacity
- Controllers
- Mechanical leak detectors

**DISPENSING SYSTEMS**

FE PETRO™ Series Automatic Tank Gauges

**SERVICE STATION HARDWARE**

- Automatic tank gauges
- Inventory and leak detection probes
- Floats
- Electronic line leak detection
- Remote web interface
- Spill containers (grade level and below grade)
- Riser caps and adapters
- Overfill prevention valves
- Flexible connectors
- Tank access covers

**PIPING & CONTAINMENT**

- Piping & Containment
- Polyethylene sumps, Franklin has the solution to fit any scenario.
- Flexible connectors
- Tank access covers, making Franklin a one-stop-shop for tank trim and hardware.

**WIRE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS**

The Cable Tight™ wire management system provides a true watertight and robust solution for electrical, sensor, and data wire management. With the safe and easy electrofusion welding process, Franklin's HDPE conduit systems are specifically engineered to work with one another. These integrated systems provide added performance benefits. Benefits like faster and safer installation times, watertight containment with zero leak paths, and complete system control so you can run your station as efficiently as possible.

**OVERFILL PROTECTION**

Franklin Fueling Systems has designed systems to provide you with tools to make data-driven decisions wherever, whenever. Our product systems are designed to create efficiencies and user benefits beyond those of standalone products. We offer the world's most complete line of underground petroleum equipment solutions.

**SUBSYSTEMS**

**OUR FRANSES**

Franklin Fueling Systems has designed systems to provide you with tools to make data-driven decisions wherever, whenever. Our product systems are designed to create efficiencies and user benefits beyond those of standalone products. We offer the world's most complete line of underground petroleum equipment solutions.
FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Designed by our FFS PRO team, these systems are a total solution and include specialized components designed to create efficiencies, improve profitability, and lower operating costs. Each system is tailored to meet the unique needs of any station.

- FE PETRO: Our product systems are designed to create efficiencies and user benefits beyond those of standalone products. We offer the world’s most complete line of underground petroleum equipment solutions.
- Defender Series™ Spill Containment: Service Station Hardware
- Automatic tank gauges
- Inventory and leak detection probes
- Floats
- Sensors
- Remote web interface
- Spill containers (grade level and below grade)
- Riser caps and adapters
- Overfill prevention valves
- Shear valves
- Flexible connectors
- Tank access covers
- Flexible connectors

CREATE EFFICIENCIES. SPEED UP INSTALLATIONS. REDUCE COSTS.

Our product systems are designed to create efficiencies and user benefits beyond those of standalone products. We offer the world’s most complete line of underground petroleum equipment solutions.
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DESIGNED TOGETHER

Our product systems are designed to create efficiencies and user benefits beyond those of standalone products. We offer the world’s most complete line of underground petroleum equipment solutions.

TO OWNERSHIP

We provide you with the tools to make data-driven decisions wherever, whenever.
Franklin Fueling Systems is more than just the provider of the industry’s solutions. Founded as FE Petro in 1988, the company has undergone several changes and expansions over the years, including the acquisition of Phil-Tite Industries in 2005 and the launch of the Healy Systems Defender Series™ in 2010. The company’s goal is to help customers make their operations more efficient and safer, offering products such as the APT® XP flexible pipe system and the Defender Series™ for pipeline and containment solutions.

Our product systems are designed to create efficiencies and user benefits beyond those of standalone products. We offer the world’s most complete line of underground petroleum equipment solutions. Our product systems are designed to create efficiencies and user benefits beyond those of standalone products. We offer the world’s most complete line of underground petroleum equipment solutions.

Fuel Management Systems
- Automatic tank gauges
- Inventory and leak detection probes
- Floats
- Electronic line leak detection
- Spill containers (grade level and below grade)
- Riser caps and adapters
- Overfill prevention valves
- Flexible connectors
- Riser packs

Submersible Pumping Systems
- Variable speed
- High capacity
- Controllers

TOTAL SYSTEM SOLUTIONS
CREATE EFFICIENCIES. SPEED UP INSTALLATIONS. REDUCE COSTS.

Our product systems are designed to create efficiencies and user benefits beyond those of standalone products. We offer the world’s most complete line of underground petroleum equipment solutions.
PIPING & CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
- XP flexible pipe
- UPP® semi-rigid electrofusion weld pipe
- Entry boots
- Polyethylene and fiberglass dispenser sumps
- Polyethylene and fiberglass tank sumps

FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
- Liquid dispenser or tank sump sensors
- Discriminating dispenser or tank sump sensors
- (also interstitial tank sensors – not pictured)
- Leak detection and inventory control probes
- Float kits for all common applications including LPG and chemical
- Complete line of fuel management system tank gauges

SUBMERSIBLE PUMPING SYSTEMS
- Submersible turbine pumps
- a. Variable speed submersible pumps
- b. Fixed speed submersible pumps (2 hp, 1 ½ hp, 1/3 hp, ¾ hp)
- c. Fixed and variable length
- d. High-capacity submersible pumps and controllers (3 hp and 5 hp)
- Mechanical leak detectors
- Dispenser hook isolation controller
- Single-phase control box
- Single-phase smart controller
- MagVFC™ variable frequency controller

DISPENSING SYSTEMS
- Swivel and in-line breakaways
- Inverted coaxial hoses
- Vapor recovery nozzles
- Dispenser-mounted and central vacuum pumps

SERVICE STATION HARDWARE
- Product shear valves
- Vapor shear valves
- Defender Series® single- and double-wall vapor spill containers
- Without drain (mechanical or sensor monitored)
- Defender Series® single- and double-wall fill spill containers with drain (mechanical or sensor monitored)
- Monitoring wells
- Manways
- Multiport tank sumps
- Multiport manholes
- Defender Series® overfill prevention valves
- Vapor recovery caps
- Vapor recovery swivel adapter
- Fill caps
- Fill swivel adapter
- Drop tubes
- Tank bottom protectors
- Extractor vents
- Flexible connectors

Franklin Fueling Systems also offers a complete line of hardware for above-ground applications including anti-siphon valves, pressure vacuum vents, spill containers and overfill prevention valves, as well as a complete line of transport systems hardware.

Technical Support: +1 (800) 984-6266 franklinfueling.com